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To efectively protect the communication content and communication behavior of social networks, anonymous communication
technologies are widely used. However, the anonymous communication networks represented by Tor and I2P lack the covertness of the
control plane design, which leads to important user behavioral characteristics in the process of accessing anonymous communication
networks. Terefore, network monitors can analyze users’ communication behavior by tracking these characteristics. In this paper, the
concept of covert measurement is proposed. On this basis, a software-defned anonymous communication network architecture is
presented, which also considers the covertness of the anonymous communication network control plane and the data plane. According
to the theoretical analysis and experimental results, the anonymous communication network architecture proposed in this paper has
better anonymity and usability than traditional anonymous communication networks, such as Tor.

1. Introduction

Te rapid development of Internet technology has
accelerated the integration of physical space and cyberspace.
An increasing number of social behaviors and economic
behaviors are deeply dependent on the Internet environ-
ment. However, due to the lack of security mechanisms and
regulatory mechanisms, users will inevitably be subject to
network trafc monitoring while using the Internet for
communication or data transmission and, thus, reveal
business secrets and personal private information. Even if
virtual private network (VPN) technology based on an
encryption algorithm is adopted, it still faces threats, such as
malicious blocking and source traceability of communica-
tion behavior. While maintaining the confdentiality of
information content, anonymous communication networks
introduce the concept of anonymity to prevent network
listeners from analyzing and tracing network communica-
tion behaviors, such as Tor [1] and I2P [2]. In recent years,
attacks and metrics around anonymous communication
network systems have become a new topic.

Anonymous communication networks can provide
anonymity protection for personal communication in the
Internet environment. Unfortunately, existing anonymous
communication networks generally have problems, such as
relatively simple communication architecture, difculty in
guaranteeing node reliability, and inability of resisting
large-scale advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks [3].
Te vulnerability of the anonymous communication net-
work itself may reduce its ability of protecting users’
communication behavior. For example, in Tor and I2P, to
obtain network status, the client needs to exchange in-
formation with a specifc control node, thereby exposing
the client’s behavioral intention. From the information
transmission perspective, although the anonymous com-
munication network can hide the communication content
and users’ communication behavior, due to the lack of
covertness of the anonymous communication network
control plane, users may have domain names of control
nodes while using the anonymous communication net-
work. With weaknesses, such as fxed IP and obvious trafc
characteristics, the attacker can use these characteristics to
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infer the user’s communication behavior and maliciously
block it [4]. Terefore, the covertness of anonymous
communication networks in the process of access and
information transmission has also become an important
indicator that developers of anonymous
communication networks need to consider in their designs.
Accurately measuring the covertness of anonymous com-
munication networks has also become a problem worth
considering.

In practical applications, to prevent supervisors from
monitoring or proactively detecting trafc, security re-
searchers usually use diferent methods to hide various
features in the two stages of client access to the anonymous
communication network and network trafc forwarding to
realize the covertness of the anonymous communication
network system. Users can use the following three methods
to access anonymous communication networks: restricted
resource acquisition, proxy forwarding, and trafc obfus-
cation. Tor uses emails to provide a very small list of nodes
and limits the access rate of related nodes [5] by using key-
based space division [6], social network-based [7], and
variable speed proxy [8]. Moreover, manually importing a
small number of time-efective seed fle addresses [9] in I2P
to fnd P2P nodes all belongs to the method of restricting
resource acquisition to prevent communication behavior
from being discovered. Te bridge node used in Tor hides
the recipient of the data by proxy forwarding of the au-
thoritative directory server [10]. Te various generations of
OBFS [11] meet the needs of major anonymous commu-
nication networks and proxy servers for trafc confusion.
With the development of web technology and cloud com-
puting, some services of large cloud service providers are
applied to covert communication systems to hide one or
more parts of the communication. For instance, Meek
technology used in Tor to hide authoritative directory
servers and various nodes [12], a series of out-of-band re-
quests and steganography techniques, such as dnslog [13], is
used to hide real data, the domain fronting technology
widely used to hide real requests [13], and the popular
domain borrowing technology for high reputation domain
names and their certifcate utilization. Te method of en-
suring covertness in the network trafc forwarding phase is
mainly based on countertrafc analysis, including various
methods to eliminate trafc time slots and message entropy
features. Tese methods ensure the covertness of anony-
mous communication networks to a certain extent but do
not fundamentally change the shortcomings of anonymous
communication network architecture and reliability at this
stage. Terefore, this paper proposes an anonymous com-
munication network based on software defnition, which
achieves good covertness with the help of centralized ar-
chitecture and reliable nodes. At the same time, to evaluate
and compare the covertness between the anonymous
communication network described in this paper and the
decentralized anonymous communication network at this
stage, this paper proposes an anonymous communication
network covertness evaluation method based on a proba-
bility block diagram.

Te main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Aiming at the problem of covertness analysis of
anonymous communication networks, an analysis
model of security threats is proposed, and the ability
constraint assumption is made for the listeners and
users of anonymous networks. In theory, if the lis-
teners of anonymous networks have God’s per-
spective and strong unlimited capabilities, then any
anonymous communication network cannot pro-
vide efective anonymous protection. Terefore,
when analyzing the covertness of an anonymous
communication network, it is necessary to provide a
security threat model.

(2) An architecture and implementation proposal of a
software-defned anonymous communication net-
work system is proposed. Compared with anony-
mous communication networks, such as Tor and I2P,
the anonymous communication network proposed
in this paper has better usability and programma-
bility, can be used for social network applications,
and is customized for specifc needs.

(3) A covertness measure is proposed and used to
compare the system with onion networks. Analysis
and experimental results show that the anonymous
communication network proposed in this paper has
better covertness and availability than traditional
anonymous networks, such as Tor and I2P.

Te remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews related work, Section 3 introduces the
threat model, Section 4 proposes the anonymous commu-
nication network system measured in this work, Section 5
details the modeling method, and Section 6 presents the
comparative experiment and, fnally, summarizes and looks
forward to the work described in the article.

2. Related Work

2.1. Anonymity Measurement. With the vigorous develop-
ment of anonymous networks, anonymity assessment has
attracted increasing attention from researchers. Te main-
stream idea of this problem is to put the identity of com-
munication parties into an indistinguishable set, and all
identities in the set may become the communication subject.
Te observer can only know the mapping relationship from
one communication set to another but does not know the
specifc communication correspondence. By the anonymity
assessment of an anonymous communication network,
people can judge its specifc performance in sending, re-
ceiving, and judging the communication relationship to hide
each communication entity. Currently, researchers have
developed, from the earliest qualitative analysis to quanti-
tative analysis, the anonymity of anonymous networks from
various angles. In 1998, Reiter [15] used the degree of an-
onymity to analyze the anonymity of anonymous com-
munication networks based on mixed technology.
Anonymity degree divides the order of network anonymity,
which can be divided into six levels. Since then, researchers
have proposed quantitative evaluation methods of ano-
nymity according to diferent theories. Since the
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measurement method based on Shannon entropy [8] in
information theory was proposed in 2002, many diferent
measurement methods have been derived from the infor-
mation theory and entropy measurement methods, such as
normalized entropy [16], Rényi entropy [17], and condi-
tional entropy [18]. Ten, some scholars proposed methods
based on time [11], game theory [19], and diferential privacy
[20] to measure the anonymity of anonymous communi-
cation networks. In 2018, Das et al. [21] proposed the tri-
angle dilemma of an anonymous communication network,
emphasized that only two of the factors of anonymity, delay
overhead and trafc overhead, can be selected and utilized
their evaluation model to evaluate the anonymous com-
munication network based on onion routing.

2.2. Covert Access and Detection. Covert access includes
confusion, encryption, and felds disguised as normal pro-
tocols to eliminate the trafc characteristics during software
access. Tis paper introduces the technologies used in
common anonymous communication networks, such as Tor.
1. Meek: its principle is to use the nonprohibited protocol as
the tunnel to pass the Tor trafc in the tunnel. It uses domain
fronting technology [22], utilizing HTTPS and CDN to
bypass censorship. Meek detection is mainly based on
machine learning. Shahbar and Zincir-Heywood [23] used
the decision tree classifer to analyze the time span, the
number and repeatability of connections, the amount of data
transmitted and the number of connections established, or
the packet size, the number of bytes sent, and the maximum
packet size; then, the trafc can be identifed after learning.
Qureshi et al. [24] indicated that the total duration of TCP
connections of normal HTTPS and meek is diferent and the
length distribution proportion of TCP payload is also dif-
ferent. Zhao et al. [25] studied Tor trafc classifcation using
the state-of-the-art algorithm, which included J48,
J48Consolidated, BayesNet, jRip, OneR, and RRPTree. In
addition, the entropy characteristic of Meek also has a
certain efect in detection when using machine learning.

Te Obfs includes obfs2, obfs3, obfs4, and Scrabblesuit
[26]. At present, obfs4 is the most commonly used. Its
principle is to encrypt the trafc, which makes it look like
random bytes, to avoid fngerprint detection based on a
blacklist. Obfs4 can combat active probing attacks [11] with
key negotiation to prevent reviewers from utilizing con-
nection discovery bridges. In terms of detection, Wang et al.
[27] found that joint detection based on entropy detection
and simple heuristic algorithms (such as length detection) can
identify Obfs trafc. Other detection methods include packet
length detection and truncated sequential probability ratio
testing.

2.3. Covert Trafc Detection. At present, trafc detection
technology [28] can be divided into the following four
categories: (1) semantic-based detection, (2) entropy-based
detection, (3) machine learning-based detection [25], and
(4) combined detection [29]of DPI and frewall, which can
reconstruct the complete trafc, analyze the specifc pro-
tocol, identify the keywords of packets, and actively detect
suspicious servers to avoid false-positives.

2.4. SDN in Anonymous Communication Network. Te de-
velopment of a software-defned network also provides a
new optimization scheme for the traditional anonymous
communication network, such as deploying the software-
defned anonymous communication protocol of the network
layer on the autonomous domain router of the network
service provider (such as lap [30] and Phi [31]). Tese new
anonymous communication networks separate the control
plane from the forwarding plane, making the information
transmission path programmable.

3. Threat Models

Tis paper assumes that there is large-scale supervision of
ISPs in the network and that the relevant monitoring
platform of each cloud platform server has been exposed to a
supervisor. However, supervisors do not have direct control
over individual hosts. Terefore, nodes in the Internet are
defned in this paper as the following four diferent nodes:
client nodes used for users to access the network, nodes used
for forwarding information in anonymous communication
networks (hereafter referred to as controlled nodes), mali-
cious nodes controlled by supervisors (hereafter referred to
as malicious nodes), and dazed third-party nodes.

For the client node, in the environment described in this
paper, the supervisor can only see the trafc at the entrance
and exit of the node but cannot obtain the control authority
of the node. Terefore, the supervisor detects whether users
use anonymous communication networks and try to obtain
users’ communication relationships and other information
through wiretapping, recording, replay and trafc analysis,
and other means.

For the controlled nodes, due to their wide distribution,
this paper assumes that the supervisor can only monitor and
analyze the controlled node state and its incoming and
outgoing trafc in a certain physical area. However, it cannot
obtain all the node states in the anonymous communication
network. Nevertheless, the supervisor can add the malicious
nodes under its control to the anonymous communication
network to achieve a man-in-the-middle attack or a witch
attack.

For malicious nodes, this paper only considers that a
large number of malicious nodes controlled by supervisors
are concentrated in one physical region and a small number
are distributed in other regions. Beyond that, supervisors can
only access data from some Internet infrastructure pro-
viders. Terefore, because anonymous communication
networks are distributed all over the world, their design rules
include the fact that each node in the path does not exist in
the same country or region to ensure that the case that all
trafc is tracked in a transmission path is not considered.

In this paper, the dazed third-party nodes mainly refer to
some Internet infrastructure platforms with massive users
and data fles, such as web storage for storing media fles,
social platforms for publishing information, and various Git
repositories for hosting code. Tis article assumes that the
custodian has the same access rights as the user and does not
have access to the user’s usage records of these dazed third
parties.
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4. Anonymous Communication Network

4.1. Tor. Tor is a widely deployed and popular anonymous
communication network and its main purpose is to prevent
attackers from identifying communication parties or asso-
ciating communication links with a single user. Tor is based
on the P2P network architecture and uses the onion routing
protocol. Its data are transmitted through a series of un-
controlled voluntary nodes in the Internet; that is, there are
controlled nodes, malicious nodes, and dazed third-party
nodes in the Tor network.

Tor works as follows: clients build a link by selecting entry,
intermediate, and exit nodes. Te Tor client obtains the
current Tor network consensus fle from the current Tor’s
authoritative directory server. Tis fle contains basic infor-
mation, such as the IP address, bandwidth and location of
each forwarding node in the current Tor network, and the
services supported by the node, and this information is
updated every hour. Te client selects three nodes from the
nodes listed in the consensus fle. For randomly selected
nodes, the selection probability is approximately proportional
to the bandwidth weight of the node. When creating and
using links, layered encryption of onion routing ensures that
each forwarding node only knows the information of the
previous hop and the next hop in the link and no single
forwarding node can transmit the client’s information to the
destination [32].

To improve the security and anonymity of services, Tor
clients use diferent access protection mechanisms when
they access Tor networks. In the client access process, Tor
adopts a series of security mechanisms, such as bridge node
[33], Meek covert channel construction, Obfs obfuscation,
and FTE encryption, to protect user trafc from supervision
during access. Te protection mechanism during access is
randomly selected by users, and the probability of the op-
tional nodes obtained for link establishment is proportional
to the bandwidth [34]. To be an optional node, a forwarding
node must meet a number of selected criteria to ensure good
performance and increase the cost of being attacked. Te
selection criteria are as follows: frst, the forwarding node
must be measured by Tor’s bandwidth measurement system,
which takes two weeks [23]. Second, the forwarding node
must have enough bandwidth to make its weight reach at
least 2000. Te bandwidth value measured by Gerry Wan
[35] et al. is approximately 35.5 Mbit/s. Tird, the for-
warding node must always be online to be considered a
stable state. Fourth, forwarding nodes must remain online
long enough to be considered familiar nodes.

4.2. Anonymous Communication Network Based on Software
Defnition. Tis paper proposes a software-defned anony-
mous communication network that can achieve good co-
vertness. Te network architecture is displayed in Figure 1.
Te access method based on Internet public service is used in
the network of the user access stage. In the data transmission
stage, the data will pass through two parts: an isolated net-
work and a core network. Te isolated network consists of a
control center with multiple Internet infrastructures (dazed

third parties). Te core network consists of a control center
and several controllable forwarding nodes distributed all over
the world.

4.2.1. User Access. Tis stage is jointly completed by the
client, the anonymous communication network (controller,
access agent), and the dazed third party, realizing the process
of establishing an implicit communication relationship with
the dazed third party and obtaining response data fles under
the condition that the client and the servers in the anony-
mous communication network are unaware of each other.
Te specifc process is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Te working mechanism of the client, access agent, and
the control center can be described by the following Algo-
rithm 1.

Te client in Figure 2 obtains the temporary address of
the registry in out-of-band mode like SMS or hiding the key
information in tiktok [36] and obtains the identity identifer,
the public and private key pair, and the list of accessible
access agents from the registry before accessing the com-
munication network. After that, it downloads the real re-
source until it obtains the responses from the access agent.

Te access agent forwards content from both the client
and the controller Algorithm 2.

For the controller, when it receives the request from the
access agents, it would verify the messages and send the real
resource to the web storage. Te address of this storage is
sent to the access agent Algorithm 3.

Before accessing the anonymous communication net-
work, the client obtains the temporary address of the registry
in out-of-band mode and obtains the identity identifer, the
public and private key pair, and the list of accessible access
agents from the registry. When accessing the anonymous
communication network, the access request message is sent
to the access agent. After receiving the access request
message, the access request message is forwarded to the
control center server. Additionally, after receiving the access
request message, the control center server packages the
control information corresponding to the access request and
saves it to a third-party web storage. After receiving the reply
message from the authoritative directory server, the access
agent returns the reply message to the client and notifes the
client to read the control information from the specifed
third-party storage node. After receiving the response
message from the access agent, the client reads the control
information from the specifed third-party storage node.

4.2.2. Isolate Network. Trough the fle exchange rather than
the data streaming anonymous information based on the fle
name and the fle encryption implementation content en-
cryption, the isolation network transmission method based
on the Internet of Basic Public Services implements anon-
ymous communication users through asynchronous com-
munication, fragmentation, and screen fow mechanisms
and ensures trafc data from the client before entering the
covertness of the anonymous communication networks.

At this stage, the data sent by the client is transmitted to
each dazed third-party platform in the form of a fle, and
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then the corresponding A-nodes in the core switching
network obtain the fle from the dazed third-party platform.
Due to the public nature of the third party, the regulator’s
perspective cannot simply identify the controlled nodes and
the transmission trafc.

4.2.3. Core Network. Te core network borrows the idea of
software defnition and adopts the form of the controller and
the controlled forwarding node to realize the programmable
node and the forwarding path. To realize the covertness of
the network communication, the system uses fle exchange
instead of message exchange to realize asynchronous

communication. After being removed from the isolated
network, the data to be transmitted are synchronized to each
intermediate node in the form of a fle, and the intermediate
node transmits the data to the receiver according to the
specifed forwarding path. Te two parties do not directly
transmit encrypted trafc.

(1) Architecture. Te system proposed in this paper consists
of N nodes and K console servers and is shown in Figure 3.

As a communication user, a node also provides fle
storage and forwarding services for the anonymous com-
munication of other nodes. Each node maintains N folders
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and N− 1 backup fles, where N folders correspond to each
node i. Te console server is the core of the system, which
controls the IP addresses of all nodes and determines
whether each node participates in the communication
process. Ten, the sender can set the forwarding route
through the console server before communication. Te
console server can also control whether the node performs
fle synchronization. Due to the controller’s large
throughput, the system needs to use multiple controllers to
prevent the supervisor from tracing the source.

As the core of the system, the controller server controls
the IP address of all nodes.Tese nodes running in the in-
ternet are silent at frst, and can be activated by the controller
server for the communication process.. Te sender can
determine the forwarding route through the console server

before communication. Te console server can also control
whether the nodes synchronize fles.

(2) Route Selection. Route selection is performed by the
controller selecting m controlled nodes (m<N− 1.) or the
sender selects m nodes to form the path R, which can be seen
in the following equation:

R � N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nm − 1, Nm{ }. (1)

In addition, the design of this route has the following
constraints: it needs to go through diferent countries; it
needs to go through diferent VPS manufacturers; and at
least three controlled nodes must be passed. Te control
center server then sends synchronization confguration
commands to each node, as depicted in Figure 4.

Input: AA, SKnode, PKAA
Output: res
(1) K � random ()
(2) sign� sign(ReqAccess,K,SKnode)//ReqAccess is client ask for access to the network
(3) message� [ReqAccess,K, sign]
(4) ciphertext� enc(message,PKAA)
(5) requset.setAddr(AA).setData(ciphertext)
(6) request.send ()
(7) waitForResponse ()
(8) message� dec(response.data, SKnode)
(9) If verify(message, PKAA,K) �� False then
(10) return error
(11) res� download(message.address)
(12) return res

ALGORITHM 1: client.

Input: request, controller, SKAA, PKnode, PKcontroller
Output:address
(1) message� dec(request.data, SKAA)
(2) K�message.K
(3) If verify(message,PKnode) �� False then
(4) return error
(5) sign� sign(message.ReqAccess, K,SKAA)
(6) message.sign� sign
(7) ciphertext� enc(message, PKcontroller)
(8) requset.setAddr(controller).setData(ciphertext)
(9) request.send ()
(10) waitForResponse ()
(11) If verify(response,PKcontroller,K) �� False then
(12) return error
(13) message� dec(response.data, SKAA)
(14) address�message.address
(15) sign� sign(address, K,SKAA)
(16) message� [address,K, sign]
(17) ciphertext� enc(message , PKnode)
(18) response� request.getResponse().setData(ciphertext)
(19) response.send()
(20) return res

ALGORITHM 2: access agent.
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(3) Information Transmission. As shown in Figure 5, node A
synchronizes information to the nodes in the forwarding
path in the form of an A fle, for example, the exchanged
keys, but based on Wildcard identity-based encryption [37].

Te nodes in the path synchronize information in turn until
node B receives the fle and returns the receiving identifer in
the same way. In this process, the trafc identifed by the
supervisor is that node A communicates with another node
C and Bob communicates with another node D.

Finally, A and B realize the complete communication
process in the core switching network. During the whole
process, BOTH A and B perform fle synchronization op-
erations withmultiple nodes, masking the real trafc transfer
information. Tird parties cannot track specifc data trafc.

4.2.4. Security Analysis. Te background of the proposed
system is to build an anonymous communication system
implemented by controllable nodes at the application layer
in an uncontrolled network. It shields all information below

Input: request, SKcontroller, PKAA,webStorageList
Output: address
(1) message� dec(request.data, SKcontroller)
(2) K�message.K
(3) If verify(message,PKAA) �� False then
(4) return error
(5) address� null
(6) for webStorage in webStorageList do
(7) If checkAvailable( webStorage) then
(8) address�webStorage
(9) break;
(10) upload(address RSP)// RSPcontains the network’s cache and other resources
(11) sign� sign(address, K,SKcontroller)
(12) message� [address,K, sign]
(13) ciphertext� enc(message , PKAA)
(14) response� request.getResponse().setData(ciphertext)
(15) response.send()
(16) return res

ALGORITHM 3: controller.

K credible servers

Send command

supervise

supervisor N nodes in internet public
infrastructures

Figure 3: Te core network.

Alice Bob
1. Pick up a route

Carol Dave

2.Notice other nodes

Figure 4: Route selection.
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the application layer. Except for the two parties of the
communication, other users and supervisors cannot obtain
the relevant information of the two parties of the com-
munication from the network layers.

(1) Security. In terms of security, this article considers several
common attacks: Sybil attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks,
and DoS attacks. A Sybil attack refers to the fact that a few
nodes in a P2P network control the majority of nodes and
obtain multiple false identities, making it no longer a peer-
to-peer network. In this system, since the console server is
credible, the scenario of the Sybil attack is that the node is
controlled by the attacker and all synchronized fles are
obtained by the attacker. In fact, what distinguishes this
system from other P2P networks is that the console server is
a trusted central control node that can control and monitor
the abnormal trafc of all nodes and notify the node user
when there is an abnormality. Abnormal nodes are quickly
separated from the network, ending the witch attack. Aman-
in-the-middle attack means that the information of the
communicating parties is intercepted and forwarded by the
attacker. However, this system not only uses TLS1.3 to
encrypt the trafc at the network layer but also uses digital
signatures and encryption for valid information at the ap-
plication layer; therefore, only the receiver can successfully
decrypt it and avoid man-in-the-middle attacks. According
to Abhishta [38], the possible DOS attacks in this system
occur during the communication process when a node is
maliciously controlled, and before the console server takes it
ofine, a large amount of malicious data is sent to other
nodes, which causes the network bandwidth to be occupied
and other normal forwarding services cannot be performed.
In the information transmission of 3.1, this paper has
proposed the fact that the system will send a maximum time
limit during precommunication.Terefore, when the sender
node in the network does not receive the fag information
returned by the node within the maximum time limit, the
console server sends data to ensure that all nodes discard the
malicious data, thereby preventing DOS attacks. Besides
that, the cost and efectiveness must be two targets for each
communication network. Naiwei Liu [39] came up with a
method for trustzone, in which way we could get the same
way to fnd out the cost and efectiveness of our node.

(2) Antitraceability. Since this article implements routing in
the form of fle forwarding using software in an uncon-
trolled network environment, it can better resist traditional
network-level traceability attacks, including passive
traceability and active traceability. In passive traceability,
all types of attacks come from correlation attacks. A cor-
relation attack occurs when the attacker can control the
nodes of the anonymous channel and can observe the
ingress and egress trafc of the anonymous channel at the
same time. Next, they can compare the trafc packets and
their sequence within a certain time delay and then analyze
the corresponding information to achieve a traceability
efect. Correlation attacks require that both ends of the
communication be under control, but, in large-scale net-
work confrontations, the network where the sender and
receiver nodes are located is within the supervision of the
supervisor, and the trafc at the network layer is monitored
and correlated by the supervisor. In our system, the sender
and the receiver only exist once in the point-to-point
communication at the application layer, the amount of
payload data that they have is small, and most of the data
are encrypted and transmitted through other nodes.
Terefore, within a certain time delay, the supervisor
cannot associate the trafc of the two communicating
parties from the massive trafc, which guarantees the
noncorrelation. Active traceability is mainly based on
network watermarking attacks. A network watermarking
attack means that when the trafc enters the anonymous
channel, the network supervisor inserts specifc watermark
information into the trafc, and when the trafc is received
by the receiver, the two are correlated, thereby destroying
the anonymity. According to the watermark form, it can be
divided into four forms based on content, delay, packet
length, and ratio. Te common point of this type of attack
method is that the object is a network stream.Terefore, the
produced watermark is inevitably lost in multiple asyn-
chronous forwarding of multiple nodes in diferent physical
environments. Te supervisor cannot obtain the relation-
ship between the node and the console server, which
guarantees the noncorrelation of the system. In addition,
due to the diferent paths used to forward valid data each
time, the supervisor cannot distinguish the real recipient,
thus ensuring anonymity.

Alice Bob

folderA
payload

folderA

Carol

Dave

payload

payload

folderA

payload

folderA

Figure 5: Information transmission.
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5. The Modeling Method

Te goal is to quantify the invisibility of an anonymous
communication network, which consists of the invisibility of
client access and the invisibility of trafc in the network.
Terefore, this paper indicates the need to detect both client
programs and trafc covertness. Te covertness detection
model can be represented by the covertness block diagram,
which is similar to the malware detection model [40]. Tis
block diagram is a logical graphical description method that
determines the probability of covertness behavior by
probability analysis of each available data and obtains a
relative covertness score based on this probability.Terefore,
as long as the general characteristic data collection is stip-
ulated, the covertness of the client access stage and data
transmission stage of any anonymous communication
network can be evaluated.

In the general model, the detection program collects all
commonly available data. Based on the threat modeling in
this paper, the data collected by the detection program will
not be tampered with by attackers.

5.1. Covertness Block Diagram. Te covertness block dia-
gram is defned as the following path from left (start state) to
right (end state). Each node in the path corresponds to a
condition, according to which the probability can be de-
termined as PI. Tus, the probability of each node I on the
entry path is as follows:

P � min 1 + pi−1( ∗Pi, 1( . (2)

Te order in the direction is determined by the order
from small to large according to the judgment probability of
the collected data.

5.2. Universal Covertness Detection Model

5.2.1. Access Covertness. In order to observe users accessing
anonymous communication networks, observers frst need
to observe egress trafc data. As seen from the relevant
work in Section 2, the mainstream domain fronting
technology now mainly uses large Internet cloud service
providers, such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Cloudfare.
Terefore, the domain names, DNS query records, and IP
addresses accessed by the outbound trafc have become
critical observability indicators. Second, to further check
whether the host where the client resides has covert access
behavior, the detection program periodically samples and
scans the node within a certain time T after detecting the
preegress trafc to see if there is trafc with the same
destination. If there is trafc, Pi will prove that the node has
no covert access.

5.2.2. Covertness of Transmission. In the transmission stage,
the trafc and the performance status of each node before
and after user data enter the anonymous communication
network should be considered simultaneously. Considering
the specifc parameters involved in the access and data

transmission of an anonymous communication network, the
following table is given in this paper Table 1.

Based on the above methods, the model constructed in
this paper is displayed in Figure 6.

Te corresponding equation is as follows:

C � −log(Pprocess∗Pports)

− log PI/o ∗ (PN1∗PN2∗PN3 + P D) .
(3)

6. Experiment

By building and deploying the system, this chapter shows the
results of the basic performance, including the response of
the control center, the forwarding delay, and the throughput
of the core network. In addition, the results of the covertness
of the system and Tor have been measured.

6.1. Response Time of the Control Center. Te response of the
control center mainly includes the delay of fow table
switching, the response time of distribution, and the re-
sponse of node state acquisition. Te data collected in this
section are the diferences between the reading database
record time and the execution operation time of the web
system. Te test results show that the response time of these
activities in the actual test is less than 5 seconds and in most
cases not more than 3 seconds, which can be regarded as a
real-time response.

6.2. Forwarding Delay. Te forwarding delay of the core
network is the time required by both sides of communication
from sending data to receiving data. Te sender will split the
original data to be sent into diferent slices and send them to
the receiver, and the receiver will restore the original data.Te
test results of this section are shown in the following Table 2.

It can be seen from the experimental results that when the
number of slices increases, the delay is considerably reduced.
Tis is because the scheme described in this paper transmits
fle units. When the fle size is less than the size of the data
transmitted in unit time, the transmission queue canmaintain
fast parallel transmission. When the fle size is too large, each
fle is transmitted in a single queue. Terefore, when the
business scenario is faced with the need to reduce delay, the
requirements can be customized according to packet
fragmentation.

6.3. Forwarding Troughput of the Core Network. Te for-
warding throughput of the core network is the data for-
warding volume of each node in the process from sending
data to receiving data. Te sender will split the original data
to be sent into a fxed number of pieces and send it to the
receiver through multiple links, and the receiver will restore
the original data. Te test results of this section are shown in
the following Table 3.

It can be seen from the experiment that when the
number of links increases, the load of each link is relatively
balanced with that of each receiver. Terefore, it is not
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difcult to determine that high concurrency can be achieved
through multiple links. When the business scenario is faced
with the need to improve transmission efciency, the de-
mand can be customized by increasing the number of routes.

6.4. Security Lower Bound Assessment. Because the anony-
mous communication network described in this paper adopts
the idea of software defnition, the requirements can be cus-
tomized according to diferent scenarios. Terefore, this section
attempts to obtain diferent levels of covertness scores by
adjusting the number of nodes and carries out experimental tests
on them.Te specifc method is that, in the system described in
this paper, the fle with a data size of 10MB is forwarded from
the overseas node to the domestic node. On the basis of ensuring
that each data exchange in the link in the transmission stage
occurs in nodes in two diferent countries, the covertness score
of a set of anonymous communication networks can be

calculated by manually adjusting the number of nodes that
passed by the client trafc. We calculate the covertness score
according to the above covertness test method (Figure 7).

It is easy to know that the data transmission delay in-
creases linearly with the increase in the number of relay
nodes. From the global perspective, the more nodes there are
on the link, the greater the probability that forwarding
behavior has the same characteristics.

Terefore, when the number of nodes is greater than 5,
the covertness score does not increase substantially. In the
current scenario, when using the anonymous communica-
tion network scheme in this paper, the security lower bound
of the relay node is 5.

6.5. Covertness Comparison. Te anonymous communication
network described in this paper transmits data through fles,
while Tor and other anonymous communication systems

Table 1: Various parameters.

Parameters Probability Reasons
Troughput PI/O Te throughput can show whether the node exchanges data with unknown computers
DNS PDNS DNS can fgure whether some in common domain name is used or the domain fronting is used
DstIP PDstIP Te IP is in the blacklist or not
Process PProcess Some software such as Tor client can be shown by the cloud provider or supervisor
Port PPort Corresponding port can be some software’s fngerprint such as syncthing and its 8384&22000

Start

DNS
PDNS

Throughput
PI/0

1

2

3

DestinationIP
PDstIP

Process
Pprocess

5

Port
Pports

6

End
4

Figure 6: Block diagram.

Table 2: Test results of forwarding delay of core network.

Data sizes Slices Delay(ms)
1M, 10M, 100M 1 10, 6240, 15000
1M, 10M, 100M 2 10, 6387, 8093
1M, 10M, 100M 4 10, 2000, 6025
1M, 10M, 100M 8 10, 179, 4383

Table 3: Test results of forwarding the throughput of the core network.

Data size (MB) Slices Routes Sender throughput Routes throughput Receiver throughput
10 8 1 13.75 27.5 13.75
10 8 2 13.75 12.5 :15 13.75
10 8 3 13.75 5 :12.5 :10 13.75
10 8 4 13.75 5 :10 : 7.5 : 5 13.75
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transmit data in the form of streams. Considering that the link
selection of Tor cannot be set manually and locally, this paper
simulates the Tor network through shadow on the server
during covertness comparison and runs the anonymous
communication network client described in this paper on a
centos7 virtual machine according to Tor’s simulation com-
munication log, restoring the communication relationship of
the simulation log. Ten, we collect the data of the two
communication processes andmeasure the covertness. In order
to add the systems to be compared, this paper selected several
systems that can be simulated in the Intranet. As an anonymous
fle sharing system with high latency, freenet can deployed
through docker. Besides that, both PrivaTegrity and Dicemix,
which is based on cMix [41], could be built and evaluated.

In this experiment, we can adjust the probability of
detecting characteristic trafc in the outlet trafc by
adjusting the number of redundant segments (1/2/4/8) when
the client program sends data. At the same time, a curl is

used to send requests to the domain names of major Internet
cloud service providers according to diferent ratios to set
the probability of indicators in another I/O. Te data graph
obtained at the end of this experiment is as follows.

When using the anonymous communication network
described in this paper, we send the same picture to another
server located abroad through the designated client.

We run Wireshark on the host of the centos7 virtual
machine to capture the virtual machine program and the
network card, which is used to simulate the cloud server
operator and the defender to detect its export trafc and
service status. We run tcpdump on the controlled node to
simulate the supervisor to supervise each node.

Finally, by comparing and transmitting the communi-
cation behavior in the simulation log many times, the co-
vertness score comparison between the anonymous
communication network described in this paper and Tor is
obtained, as shown in Figure 8 as follows.
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It can be seen from the fgure that the covertness
evaluation method can evaluate the covertness of onion
routed and mix-based anonymous communication network.
In addition, in some specifc network scenarios, software-
defned anonymous communication networks can obtain
higher covertness points than Tor. Tanks to the high la-
tency, freenet could get the highest covertness points.

7. Conclusions and Discussions

Tis paper focuses on the construction of an anti-
eavesdropping anonymous communication network system
under the condition of the uncontrolled existence of various
trafc characteristic detection environments and analyzes
the problems existing in all stages of anonymous commu-
nication networks from access to data transmission. Tis
paper proposes an anonymous communication network
system based on the idea of software defnition. Due to the
current situation that there is no good quantitative evalu-
ation method to solve these problems, this paper proposes a
method to measure invisibility and uses this method to
compare the proposed system with the onion network to
prove the efectiveness of the system on invisibility.

What is more, there are still many details to be improved.
Besides information in the transport layer or application
layer, an optimized frewall anomaly resolution improved by
Fulvio Valenza [42] can make specifc rules changed more
quickly. And the total of our channels can be increased. For
example, Sherifdeen Lawa [43] introduced microfrontend
and it could be used to deploy the microservice faster and
more fexible [14].
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